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Notes on Contributors
Tierney Braden is a recent graduate from the State University of New
York College at Plattsburgh where she received her Bachelor’s
degree in French and Canadian Studies with a minor in Political
Science. She was an active member of the campus community as
Vice President of Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority and member of the Pi
Delta Phi National French and Pi Sigma Alpha National Political
Science Honor Societies. Tierney is currently pursuing a career in
international relations.
Donald A. Clermont is a senior at SUNY Plattsburgh, originally from
Albany, New York. In May, he will receive a B.A. in French Language
and Literature with a minor in Quebec Studies and Chemistry. He
is also in the Plattsburgh Pre-medical program and plans on going
to Medical School after graduation. He attended McGill University’s
2013 summer studies program in Quebec Literature, where he began
his essay on Quebec literature and Negritude. His interests include
literature, music, and traveling.
Dr. Cheryl Gosselin has been teaching in the Sociology Department at
Bishop’s University for 23 years. Her research interests focus on the
community vitality of the English-speaking population in Quebec
as well as identity formation and negotiation among marginalized
groups within Quebec society. She colloborates with Amanda
Pichette (Ph.D. candidate at Concordia University) on various
research projects including an Institutional Vitality Research Project,
and how English-speaking communities help newcomers integrate
into Quebec society. Both have presented their research together at
numerous conferences including the 2012 Congrès de l’Acfas as well
as the 2013 and 2014 ETRC/SUNY colloquiums.
Dr. Christopher Kirkey is Director of the Center for the Study of Canada
and Institute on Quebec Studies at State University of New York
College at Plattsburgh. A scholar of comparative foreign policy and
international relations theory, his recent works include co-edited
issues of the American Review of Canadian Studies, International
Journal, Québec Studies, the Journal of Eastern Townships Studies, and
Canadian Foreign Policy Journal. He is currently working on several
projects, including: a second edition of Quebec Questions: Quebec
Studies for the 21st Century (Oxford University Press); a French
language edition of Quebec Questions (Les presses de l’Université
de Montréal); a book volume (co-edited with Michael Hawes) on
Canadian Foreign Policy in a Unipolar World (Oxford University
Press); and, a co-edited special issue (with Tony McCulloch) of the
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British Journal of Canadian Studies. Dr. Kirkey serves on the editorial
board of the American Review of Canadian Studies, Québec Studies,
the International Journal of Canadian Studies, and is a member of the
Fulbright National Student Screening Committee and the Fulbright
Scholar Program on Canada for Research Chairs.
Maigan Newson is a Sociology Honours, Liberal Arts and Religion
undergraduate student in her final year at Bishop’s University.
Her research interests are centred in Aboriginal and Government
relations, gender relations, critical race and ethnicity, spatial theory,
the body and identity, and other social justice issues. Following her
graduation in May 2015 she intends to pursue studies at the Masters
level.
Maxime Pelletier is a Ph.D. candidate in Political Sciences at the
Université de Montréal. His research interests revolve around
corruption and political finance, and his Ph.D. thesis focuses on
the causal mechanisms of corruption in small administrations.
He previously completed a Masters in Public Policy at Erasmus
University Rotterdam and the University of York, UK, for which he
was awarded a full Erasmus Mundus scholarship by the European
Commission.
Amanda Pichette is a Ph.D. candidate in the Faculty of Sociology and
Anthropology at Concordia University. Her research focuses
on understanding the changing composition and dominant
conceptualizations surrounding the English-speaking communities
of Quebec (ESCQ) as they become more heterogeneous, diverse
and multicultural with increased levels of immigration. She also
collaborates with Dr. Cheryl Gosselin at Bishop’s University in areas
of identity, belonging and the institutional vitality of the ESCQ.
Jody Robinson is the Archivist at the Eastern Townships Resource Centre
(ETRC) at Bishop’s University. After receiving her diploma in liberal
arts from Champlain Regional College, she attended Bishop’s
University where she graduated in 2005 with a B.A. in History and
Université de Sherbrooke where she earned an M.A. in History. She
has worked with heritage organizations in the Eastern Townships,
including the Colby-Curtis Museum and the Compton County
Historical Museum Society. As ETRC Archivist, she is working to
preserve the history of the English-speaking communities of the
Eastern Townships.
Dr. Paul Zanazanian is an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Integrated Studies in Education at McGill University. His research
examines how individuals’ general historical sense-making patterns
impact their means of knowing and acting in their constructions of
social reality. Among other aspects of his work, he seeks to identify
the many ways in which history can be used for democratically
regenerating the vitality of such historic minority communities as
the English-speaking communities of Quebec.

